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1  PEAK™ INTRODUCTION
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Overview of the PEAK™ Program Mission 

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the PEAK™ Program is to provide you with industry leading technical 

and applicable information that will allow you to maximize the utility of your Foresight 

Sports performance technology.

The PEAK™ Program will be delivered from two distinct voices; the first is that of 

Foresight Sports.  Foresight Sports is a leader in the measurement and calculation of 

golf club delivery and ball launch data.  The Foresight Sports engineering team has 

over 100 years of combined experience in the field of photometric measurement and 

golf club and ball design.  This voice will disseminate accurate and objective scientific 

information about each data point measured and calculated by our technology.

The second voice of the program belongs to you, the technology user.  The PEAK™ 

Program team is excited to have an Advisory Board that includes some of the world's 

best golf coaches and applied researchers.   Of course, the information that even 

experts possess is only as useful as its application to the golfer.  For this reason, 

we feel it is critical to build a community founded on the sharing of information 

amongst the users.
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We are excited to continue to grow the Foresight Sports community and the PEAK™

program is an ever evolving experience.  Any member of the community is 

encouraged to submit suggestions, recommendations, and even content they 

would like to see included in future iterations of the PEAK™ program.

 • Understand the underlying principles of Stereoscopic Vision

 • Understand Photometric Measurement

 • Acquire a basic understanding of a Ball Flight Model

 • Learn best practices for Simulation, Coaching, and Fitting technology usage

 • Acquire a solid understanding of Golf Club measurements

  CLUB HEAD SPEED
  IMPACT POINT
  CLUB PATH
  ANGLE OF ATTCK

 • Acquire a solid understanding of Ball Launch Measurements

  BALL VELOCITY
  VERTICAL LAUNCH ANGLE
  HORIZONTAL LAUNCH DIRECTION

 • Understand Calculated Ball Flight parameters

  CARRY DISTANCE
  LANDING ANGLE

 • Be able to properly apply fiducials to both irons and drivers

 • Understand the difference between geometric center and center of gravity

     as it pertains to impact location

TOTAL SPIN
SPIN TILT AXIS
BACK SPIN AND SIDE SPIN

APEX HEIGHT
LATERAL DISPERSION

IMPACT LOFT
DELIVERED LIE ANGLE
DELIVERED FACE ANGLE

By the completion of the PEAK™ Launchpad course work, our goal is that have 

completed the following learning objectives:
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About Liam Mucklow, PEAK™ Director of Instruction

Liam brings a wealth of practical launch monitor experience as well as a strong background in 

professional education to the Foresight Sports Team.  Over the last 10 years, Liam and his team at 

The Golf Lab have studied the performance of nearly every launch monitor on the market.  Liam now 

spends the majority of his time split between the PGA Tour and professional education.  As a member 

of the PGA of Canada’s Technical Advisory Panel, Liam also teaches both the Club Fitting and 

Instruction of Advanced Golfer programs on their behalf.  In 2013, he helped Titleist Performance 

Institute (TPI)launch their worldwide Power Coach Certification initiative.  Liam and his team of Advisory 

Board Members have also been performing Golf Lab Certification seminars for both Club Fitting and 

Engineering around the world since 2013. 

Liam's research with The Golf Lab has been showcased at many international events as well as in major 

media publications.  He is a two time presenter at the World Scientific Congress of Golf, and also a two 

time presenter at the World Golf Fitness Summit.  Bringing him on board with Foresight Sports has 

given the opportunity to collaborate, create, and deliver the most applicable launch monitor education 

program available today.
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About Foresight Sports 

Foresight Sports’ engineering team has worked with top equipment makers and in-

dustry leaders for over two decades creating photometric (camera-based) ball and 

club tracking solutions. In that time, we’ve continued to set the bar in precision and 

accuracy, and pushed the technological envelope with advances in stereoscopic and 

quadrascopic vision, object tracking intelligence, real-time data analysis, and 

self-calibrating systems.

A Brief History of Foresight Sports Achievements:

 • Worked with Callaway Golf to create the C-PAS (Callaway Performance and Analysis System)
  launch measurement system which is still in use today 

 • Created the GC-2’s predecessor, the GC-1, exclusively for Nike’s Golf R&D labs and Tour Pros

 • Developed the GC2 in 2010 and quickly developed a following in fitting and coaching
  communities

 • Developed HMT in 2012 to meet the additional data demands of club manufacturing
  engineers, fitters and coaches

 • Launched the GCQuad in 2017 as an all-in-one ball and club analysis solution with
  additional accuracies and features
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1 PEAK™ INTRODUCTION

Basic Technology Introduction & Data Measurement 

 UNDERSTANDING STEREOSCOPIC 
 CAMERA TECHNOLOGY

The GC2 and HMT both use high speed stereoscopic vision to take photometric  

measurements of the pre-impact, impact, and post-impact intervals.  Stereoscopic 

vision is a term used to describe the depth perception and three-dimensional (3D)

structure obtained on the basis of visual information derived from two eyes.  In the 

case of Foresight Sports’ launch monitor technology, the "eyes" are the camera 

lenses working stereoscopically at a high rate of speed to capture this information 

for analysis.

These high speed stereoscopic cameras capture multiple images from slightly 

different angles as the ball passes through the launch window.  As the images are 

captured, the launch monitor's onboard computer analyzes the images through a 

process called "spherical correlation".
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As described by Foresight Sports' Chief Technical Officer, Chris Kiraly, spherical  

correlation is essentially the process of capturing a stereoscopic image of the ball, 

wrapping this image to a spherical model, rotating the model, and then comparing it 

to the next captured image. The image is adjusted until it correlates to the compara-

tive image. This process continues through the series of captured shots, with the level 

of correlated adjustments determining the final measured values. 

NOTES
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2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

The HMT device uses high-speed stereoscopic cameras to capture multiple images of 

the golf club face on (pre-impact) approach toward the golf ball.  The device's image 

capture window for the approaching club is approximately 14" x 14".  The software 

interprets the captured images and presents the following measured club head data:

 CLUB HEAD SPEED

 IMPACT POINT

 CLUB PATH

 ANGLE OF ATTACK

 IMPACT LOFT

 DELIVERED LIE ANGLE

 DELIVERED FACE ANGLE

 CLOSURE RATE

9

Technical Aspects of Clubhead Measurement
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The Club Face has four adhesive reflective markers placed on it called fiducials. The 

high speed stereoscopic cameras transmit images to the software which performs 

both 2D and 3D analysis of the exact location of each marker.  The location of the 

fiducials allows for the triangulation of the Face Plane.  Analysis of both the static 

positions prior to impact as well as the dynamic movement through space result is 

highly accurate and consistent measurement of the velocities, angular displace-

ments, and rotation rates of the Club Face/Face Plane.

Consistent and accurate placement of the fiducials is critical for consistent and ac-

curate data presentation.  The two most critical fiducials are the heel and toe markers 

placed on the horizontal center of the club face.  The relationship of these markers 

is responsible for measurements pertaining to both Club Head Speed, Lie Angle, and 

Impact Point.  The top and bottom toe markers are responsible for completing the 

Face Plane to determine club head orientation through measurement.

NOTES



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Placing the Clubhead Markers

DRIVERS

Count the club’s score lines to determine the vertical center of the club face. For 

clubs with an even number of score lines, the vertical face center will be between the 

center two score lines. For clubs with an odd number of score lines, the vertical face 

center will be directly on the center score lines.

Apply the first two markers along the vertical center of the face near the outer edge 

of the score lines, keeping both markers level with each other. The center point 

between these two markers will define the horizontal center of the face.

11

*Place marker about 1  
  marker width from the  
  edge of the score line

score lineCLUB
SCORE 

LINE

CENTER TOE
MARKER

CENTER HEEL 
MARKER



Apply the last two markers on the toe of the club face at the top and bottom edges of 

the ball strike zone.

12

TOP TOE
MARKER

BOTTOM TOE
MARKER

NOTES



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

IRONS

From the bottom of the club, count six score lines up to find the approximate 

vertical hitting center.

Apply the first two markers between the sixth and seventh score lines at the toe and 

heel, keeping both markers level with each other. The center point between these 

two markers will define the horizontal center of the face. 
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Placing the Clubhead Markers

*Place marker about 1  
  marker width from the  
  edge of the score line

score line

CENTER TOE
MARKER

CENTER HEEL 
MARKER



Apply the last two markers on the toe of the club face at the top and bottom edges of 

the ball strike zone.

14

TOP TOE
MARKER

BOTTOM TOE
MARKER

NOTES



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Club Head Speed

Club Head Speed is a measurement of the instantaneous speed of the club center 

along the club head path at moment of impact.

Club Head Speed is calculated by measuring the position of the center point of the 

club head at two different moments in time.  Club Head Speed is the 3D distance 

between these two points, divided by the time it took for the center point to travel 

that distance.  Club Head Speed is displayed in either Miles Per Hour (mph),  

Meters Per Second (m/s), or Kilometers per Hour (km/h)

15
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Club head speed is a big factor in distance, but not the only factor. Contact point on the face, angle of attack, 

swing direction, club face relationship to swing direction at contact are all big influences of distance.   

Ball speed and club head speed create an interesting relationship.  Distance is club head speed applied 

correctly.  Lack of club head speed can be caused by poor weight shift, lack of rotational speed of the pelvis 

and thorax, poor sequence and lack of speed training.  Speed needs to be worked at constantly to increase  

or even to maintain it.

NOTES

MARTIN HALL
EXPERT INSIGHT



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Impact Point

Impact point measurement will provide you with two separate measures.  

Both measures are displayed in millimeters (mm) and are presented relative to 

the vertical and horizontal centers. It is important to note that different clubs will 

have different center of gravity locations, and this location is often different from 

the location of the geometric center, which is what HMT measures.
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Impact Point is defined as the point on the Club Face that first touches the ball.   

The measurement is taken relative to the vertical and horizontal centerlines as 

defined by the middle toe and heel club markers.

FACE IMPACT

FACE IMPACT

FACE IMPACT

FACE IMPACT

Lateral

Lateral

Lateral

Lateral

11mm
toe

11mm
toe

5mm
toe

9mm
heel

9mm
low

6mm
high

5mm
high

3mm
low

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical



One of the biggest differences that I see between players as they progress through skill levels is the  

consistency of Impact Point.  Not only do we see a tighter overall dispersion of Impact Point, but in nearly 

all cases it is closer to the geometric center of the club face.  This tendency is particularly true 

with high MOI clubs like the Driver.

One of the biggest barriers I see to amateurs from becoming better drivers of the golf ball is inconsistent 

impact.  Until a golfer consistently makes a center strike on the curved faced clubs, consistency is nearly 

impossible due to gear effect.  Before concerning yourself with finite adjustments to Club Patch and Face 

Angle, be sure to emphasize the importance of center contact.

18

LIAM MUCKLOW
EXPERT INSIGHT

NOTES



4° In to Out
TARGET LINETARGET LINE

2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Club Path

TARGET LINETARGET LINE

2° Path Out to In

Club Path is a value measured in degrees that tells us the angle to the left or right of 

the target line the center point of the club head is traveling at the moment of impact.  

Taking the measurement at point of touch gives us the club head direction on its 

intended path prior to any deflection caused by the collision itself.

Club Path works together with Face Angle, as well as Delivered Lie Angle and Impact 

Point to determine both the start direction of the golf ball and magnitude of the 

Spin Axis Tilt.

19

The Club Path measurement is taken from geometric center of the face/plane cre-

ated by the reflective dots.



NOTES
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There are a wide variety of factors that contribute to the players Club Path including, but 

not limited to Alignment, Ball Position, Release Type and Release timing. 

To me, Club Path is like a person's fingerprint– it rarely changes much from swing to swing.  Even if the club 

is headed in a direction that the player doesn't want, it is often quite stable. Club Path is the biggest predic-

tor of shot shape in my opinion. For example, when a golfer has an inside-out Club Path, they will hit a draw 

more often than not. The opposite is true for an outside-in swing. I have seen PGA Tour Players with a Club 

Path that can vary as much as 8 or 9 degrees from the target line.

I have found that the fastest ways to change Club Path is through modifications to alignment and ball

position.  When you change a person’s Club Path, be sure to make the corresponding and compatible 

change to the Face Angle.

LIAM MUCKLOW
EXPERT INSIGHT



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Angle of Attack is a value measured in degrees that tells us how much up, or down, 

the clubhead is traveling in the vertical plane in relation to the ground plane.   

Measuring Angle of Attack at point of touch ensures we present the club head 

direction on its intended path prior to any club head deflection.  Depending on the 

impact interval timing, this deflection can sometime be misinterpreted by radar 

technology, thus providing erroneous data.

21

2.3° Upwards

Angle of Attack

4.1° Downwards



The Angle of Attack measurement is taken from the geometric center of the face/

plane relationship created by the reflective dots.

Angle of Attack works together with Impact Loft and Impact Point, each of which 

are key influencers on both Spin Rate and Launch Angle.

There are a wide variety of factors that contribute to the player's Angle of Attack,  

including but not limited to Ball Position, Secondary Axis Tilt, Release Type and 

Release Timing. 
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Somewhat upwards for the driver helps increase distance, but may adversely affect accuracy.  An attack 

angle of 2 degrees down may not be bad if hitting fairways is your objective.  With irons, I like a shallowish 

angle of attack, "bacon strips not pork chops" for divots as Moe Norman famously said.  Having watched  

Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson and Tiger Woods all take shallow divots on the range, I am convinced that is the 

way to go. However, it still means a 4-6 degree down attack angle with the low point beyond the ball. 

MARTIN HALL
EXPERT INSIGHT



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Impact Loft

Impact Loft is a term that describes the inclination of the Face Plane, measured in 

degrees, relative to the ground plane at the moment of impact.  This ensures that the 

displayed measure will accurately represent the Face Plane as it is presented to the 

golf ball.   

The Face Plane is a 2D plane described by the placement of the fiducials on the 

club face, but its movements are measured in 3D space.  It is important to under-

stand that Impact Loft is inclination of this flat plane, and not the actual loft at the 

Impact Point for curved faced clubs such as a driver.

23



These illustrations depict how the Face Plane on the driver can be the same, yet 

there can be variance in Launch Angle due to Impact Point.   The majority of driv-

ers on the market today are 11" Bulge and Roll.  This important for you to understand 

because there is significant change in the in Launch Angle as Impact Point moves up 

and down the club face.

In this particular example, these two shots would have significantly different launch 

angles due to variance in impact point.

Understanding how Impact Loft is measured, and how Impact Point affects Launch 

Angle will allow you to better interpret the data measured by your GC2/HMT.  Looking 

at the Impact Loft and Impact Point in tandem will allow you to discern if the correct 

adjustment for the player will be modifying Club Loft, Impact Point, or the golfers 

impact position.

24

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE



When placing a club in a lie/loft machine

the club fitter measures the lie angle with

the grooves placed parallel to the 

Ground Plane (fig 2).

Adjustments are made by bending the hosel to orient the shaft at a different angle to 

the Ground Plane (fig 3).

2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Delivered Lie Angle

Delivered Lie Angle is a term used to describe the club shafts inclination in relation to 

the ground plane. Traditionally, lie angle has been measured using a lie board to leave 

a mark on the sole of the club post impact.  From there, the club fitter would make 

adjustments using a lie/loft machine.  There are two major flaws with this method: 

 1. The lie board places the ball effectively above the player's feet.  This will 

     promote a false positive upright lie reading.

 2. The lie board marks the sole of the club post deflection.  The club deflects  

     significantly toe-down post impact and this can again lead to inaccurate  

     adjustments being made.

25



The HMT is the only technology that measures Delivered Lie Angle at impact.   

Applying a line between the middle clubhead markers on the heel and toe and  

measuring its relative variation from the ground plane determines the Delivered Lie 

Angle.  This gives us the most accurate information available on Delivered Lie Angle.

26

NOTES



2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Delivered Face Angle

FACE CLOSED FACE SQUARE FACE OPEN

Traditionally, Face Angle has been calculated or measured around presenting the 

relative angle between the sole of the club and the target line.

This has been the industry standard for presenting face angle information.  

However, because this traditional way of measuring does NOT take into account 

both the Delivered Lie Angle and Impact Loft of the golf club,  it does not provide 

an accurate representation of the face plane’s orientation in 3D space.

27
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DRIVER 6 IRON 60º WEDGE

4°
TOE UP

4°
TOE UP

4°
TOE UP

The true projection of the center of the Club Face is affected by the Delivered Lie 

Angle and Impact Loft of the golf club. 

For the right handed golfer, the more upright the Lie Angle at impact, the more left 

the face will be pointing even if the leading edge is perpendicular to the target line.  

When the club is too flat, the face will be pointing to the right even if the leading 

edge is perpendicular to the target line.

As loft increases, there is increased off-line projection of the face plane when the 

lie angle is not parallel to the ground plane.

CORRECT LIELIE TOO UPRIGHT
Face Plane oriented

 left of target
Face Plane oriented

 to target
Face Plane oriented

right of target

LIE TOO FLAT
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2 CLUBHEAD MEASUREMENT

Closure Rate

Closure rate is an instantaneous measurement taken just before the ball is 

impacted by the club.  This information can be displayed in Degrees per Second 

(dps) or Revolutions per Minute (rpm).  As the club passes through the measure-

ment window, the face plane created by the fiducials is measured at multiple 

points.  These points create a model of how the club is moving through space prior 

to impact. Closure Rate is then extracted from this model as the rate of angular 

change at the moment of impact. 

Closure rate plays a significant role in understanding how a golfer squares the 

clubface at impact.  We have observed an inverse correlation between pelvis rota-

tional speed and closure rate, as well as with Club Path.  A player with a faster rela-

tive pelvis rotational velocity will typically have a slower Closure Rate.  

29



Golfers have a different rate of closure or face rotation based on several factors. In a recent study it was 

shown that face rotation could be shown to be a reaction to the players club face playing style.

Closed Faceplayers - where the player plays with a strong grip and/or a lot of lead wrist bowing or flexion 

will tend to have lower face rotation. (For example, Dustin Johnson)

Open Faceplayers - where the player has a weaker grip or a more extended (cupped) wrist position will tend 

to have higher rates of face rotation. (For example, Patrick Reed)  There are also elements of the way that 

the player moves that can affect face rotation numbers.

Face Openers  (Decrease Rotation)

     • Strong Grip

     • Larger Linear Pelvis Movement 

     • Greater Pelvis Rotation at impact

     • Spine Right Side Bend

     • “Tucked” Right Elbow in down swing

     • Late lead leg post

30

TERRY ROWLES
EXPERT INSIGHT

Face Closers (Increase Rotation)

     • Weak Grip

     • Minimal Pelvis Linear Movement in downswing 

       and even back up (Ex: Patrick Reed)

     • “Squarer” Pivot at impact

     • More aggressive/early lead leg posting

     • Earlier right arm release/straightening

Another clinical observation reported by several PEAK™ advisors is related to Club 

Path.  The more Outside-to-In the Club Path is, the lower the predicted rotation 

rate will be.  The opposite is true for an Inside-to-Out Club Path.
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SPIN TILT AXIS

BACK SPIN AND SIDE SPIN
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3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

High speed stereoscopic cameras allow for multiple images to be captured from 

slightly different angles as the ball passes through the launch window.  As the images 

are captured, the launch monitor's onboard computer analyzes the images through

a process called spherical correlation, and provides the following precisely 

measured data:

 ◊ BALL VELOCITY

 ◊ VERTICAL LAUNCH ANGLE

 ◊ HORIZONTAL LAUNCH DIRECTION

 ◊ TOTAL SPIN

 ◊ SPIN TILT AXIS

 ◊ BACK SPIN

 ◊ SIDE SPIN

The launch window is a projected field of vision that is directly in front of the  

Foresight Sports launch monitor.  When the club enters the launch window, the 

cameras will begin to capture images, tracking club delivery and ball launch.

Technical Aspects of Ball Launch Measurement
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BALL LAUNCH CAPTURE AREA

BALL PLACEMENT ZONE
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3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

Ball velocity (also called Ball Speed) is measured at the point of separation and can 

be displayed in Miles per Hour, Kilometers per Hour, and Meters per second.  The 

photometric analysis performed by the software is able to measure the ball speed at 

launch by actually tracking the distance the ball travels between frames captured as 

it passes through the launch window.

Ball Velocity
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While many amateurs have a clear understanding of what Ball Speed is, they tend not to have a clear 

understanding of what factors contribute to it.  Most golfers simply think that Club Speed will turn into ball 

speed, but this is not the case.  While Club Speed will determine the maximum potential Ball Speed, there are 

several key factors that contribute to the actual Ball Speed.  The two most important are Impact Point and 

Loft at Impact.  

My observations have shown variances in Ball Speed of as much as 15% based on Impact Point alone.  Loft at 

Impact is inversely correlated to Ball Speed.  That is to say that for any given Club Speed, you will get slower 

ball speeds as the Loft at Impact increases.  A simple, albeit extreme, example would be to imagine swinging 

a 64 degree lob wedge at 90mph, and then an 8 degree Driver at the same speed.  The resulting Ball Speeds 

could vary by as much as 45mph.

NOTES

LIAM MUCKLOW
EXPERT INSIGHT
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3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

Vertical Launch Angle is measured in degrees from the Ground Plane.  It is the angle 

between the Ground Plane and the Ball Launch Vector.  The Vertical Launch Angle is 

measured by the photometric analysis tracking the ball through the launch window. 

Capture of the information during the launch window ensures the most accurate 

measurement of true launch.  Over the course of the ball's flight it is constantly de-

celerating. This ever changing ball speed combined with the lift exerted on the ball by 

spin can result in unreliable “average” data presented by systems that need to track 

the ball for longer periods of time.

Vertical Launch Angle
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Similar to other aspects of ball launch, I find that this measurement is well understood by most golfers and 

coaches alike.  The majority of golfers that I work with do have some misconceptions about the key  

contributing factors to Vertical Launch Angle.  Most golfers I meet initially believe that Vertical Launch Angle 

is closely correlated with Angle Of Attack, when in fact it is only a 10%-30% contributor depending on the 

shot type and Club Speed. The single largest contributor – as much as 90% – to Vertical Launch Angle 

is Impact Loft.

LIAM MUCKLOW
EXPERT INSIGHT

NOTES
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3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

Horizontal Launch Direction

Horizontal Launch Direction, also known as Azimuth or Side Angle, is the lateral 

deviation of the launch from the target line measured in degrees.  

Horizontal Launch direction is measured by the launch monitor via photometric

software as the ball passes through the launch window.



Most golfers I meet are aware that the Face Angle at impact is the key contributor to the Horizontal Launch 

Angle.  Where I feel there is a huge learning opportunity is the difference in the intended Horizontal Launch 

between elite players and amateurs.  Very few elite players try to start the ball directly at its end destination. 

Instead, they typically start away from the target and curve the ball back towards it, whereas many amateurs 

start the ball at the target and curve it away. 

NOTES

40

LIAM MUCKLOW
EXPERT INSIGHT



Total Spin refers to the rotations per minute of the golf ball as it rotates about the 

spin axis.  The average Total Rate of Spin is measured as it passes through the launch 

window.  It should be noted that the Total Spin Rate of the golf ball is in a state of 

constant decay over the entire flight of the golf ball.  

41

3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

Total Spin

From a functional perspective, Total Spin has a major effect on the lift and drag 

forces exerted on the golf ball as it travels through the air.  When a ball has exces-

sive amounts of spin it will cause ball trajectory to climb relative to its original launch 

angle.  The flight shape created by the lift component will increase apex height and 

steepen the landing angle causing the ball to roll less when it lands. If the golf ball 

does not have enough spin then the ball won’t have the lift needed to keep it airborne 

and will fall out of the sky with a much shorter carry distance and shallow landing 

angle which may cause the shot to be uncontrollable. 

NOTES
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Spin Tilt Axis

Spin Tilt Axis is the common way to describe what creates the golf balls curvature.  

Spin Tilt Axis measures the inclination in degrees of the rotational axis on the golf ball 

tilted relative to the ground plane.  Spin Tilt Axis is primarily influenced by Delivered 

Face Angle, Club Path Vector, and Impact Point on the club face.
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3 MEASURING BALL LAUNCH

Spin Tilt Axis

Years ago, when we watched a golf ball curve off line, we usually gave a nonchalant diagnosis of “face open” 

or “face closed”.  Today, HMT gives us information like Impact Point and Lie Angle that allow coaches and  

fitters to make more accurate deductions about why the ball flew the way it did, and ultimately have more 

effective interventions with clients.  Understanding the CG of the club and measuring its relative impact 

point and Delivered Lie Angle has made me a better club fitter and coach.
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EXPERT INSIGHT
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Foresight Sports' launch monitors run computations to generate the Back Spin and 

Side Spin, which are derived from the Total Spin and Spin Tilt Axis respectively.  The 

software presents the data as Positive (Right Spin) and Negative (Left Spin) side spin 

as a simple way for golfers to comprehend the curvature of the shot.  While the ball 

doesn’t actually have two types of spin, the relative calculation is another metric that 

communicates the concept of curvature for new users.

NEGATIVE SIDE SPIN

POSITIVE SIDE SPIN

0

Back Spin and Side Spin
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CALCULATING BALL FLIGHT

CARRY DISTANCE

LANDING ANGLE

APEX HEIGHT

LATERAL DISPERSION

L A U N C H P A D  C O U R S E  C U R R I C U L U M

PART FOUR
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Carry Distance

GROUND PLANE

Carry Distance

4 CALCULATING BALL FLIGHT

NOTES

Carry distance is calculated by our ball flight model based on the measurements of 

Ball Speed, Launch Angle and Total Spin Rate combined with environmental factors 

like altitude, temperature and wind.  Carry distanced is calculated based on these 

metrics extrapolated over the ground plane.  This is important to note should you be 

using the system outside in an environment where the landing area is at a different 

elevation from the teeing ground.



048

Landing Angle

Landing angle is displayed in degrees and tells how steep, or shallow the angle of 

descent was relative to the Ground Plane.  Landing angle is a key contributor to golf 

ball roll, or lack thereof.  

GROUND PLANE

NOTES



Apex Height

Apex height refers to the calculated apex height of the ball flight over the projected 

ground plane.  Key contributors to Apex Height are Ball Speed, Launch Angle and 

Total Spin Rate.  
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4 CALCULATING BALL FLIGHT

NOTES

GROUND PLANE
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Lateral Dispersion is measured in yards and tells us how far away from the target line 

the ball finished.  Key contributors to Lateral Dispersion are Ball Speed, Horizontal 

Launch Direction, Spin Tilt Axis, and Spin Rate.

NOTES

Lateral Dispersion
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The most valuable learning comes through experience.  The activities of the PEAK™ 

Program afternoon session have been designed to provide a hands-on experience that 

will help you maximize the utility of your Foresight Sports launch monitor technology.  

The accuracy and consistency of the data measured and presented by Foresight Sports 

is excellent, but your ability to interpret and apply the information is key to your clients' 

success.  As such, we have designed the following activities to help you with both data 

interpretation, and software functionality to make sure you get the most out of your 

Foresight Sports launch monitor technology.

L A U N C H P A D  C O U R S E  C U R R I C U L U M

PART FIVE

GAME ON: ACTIVITIES





Fine-Tuning the Driver

Modern drivers have a wide variety of different adjustability features built into them.  We 

are going to use the adjustable properties of the driver as the backbone of this session.  

For the next 45 minutes, your task is to determine the ideal head setting  

for a volunteer in your group.

 Have the golfer hit 7 shots on 3 different head settings for a total of 21 shots

 • Each head setting should be named individually

 • Use the software tagging feature to eliminate the best and worst shot

  from each 7 shot set

  Based on the data captured, make a recommendation to the golfer

If you are using FSX software, please create and save a PDF report that includes both the client's name,
service performed, and date of the service.

If you are using the FS Performance App, please create and send the CSV report to the client.  
 
Please email the file to peak@foresightsports.com
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ACTIVITY #1

RECOMMENDED SETTING:

WHY IT PERFORMED THE BEST:

1

2
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NOTES



Changing the Delivery

Foresight Sports technology has the ability to measure a wide variety of club delivery 

and ball launch metrics.  The information presented is invaluable for Instructors looking 

to optimize the club delivery of their students.  One of the traits shared by top  

Instructors around the world is to quickly identify the single delivery parameter that  

will have the biggest positive effect on the student's ball flight.  

Go through the following exercise to experience how some of the world's 

top instructors structure and measure their interventions.
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ACTIVITY #2

 Have your volunteer hit a series of golf balls to populate a data set that accurately

 characterizes their delivery

 • Go through a series of questions with your volunteer to help understand

  how they are looking to change their current shot pattern

 Cross reference the data set with the goals of the golfer to determine the

 volunteer's Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

 • The rest of this station will be designed to help you understand the effect

  your recommendations have on the golfers KPI

 Together as a group create three different ways in which you think the 

 golfer could achieve the change they are looking for

 • Use the software to accurately name each one of the recommended

  interventions

 • Have the golfer hit a series of shots under each constraint to build a

  usable data set

1

2

3



 Based on your interpretation of the data, make a recommendation to your golfer

 on the most effective way for them to achieve the results that they want

0

NOTES
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4

If you are using FSX software, please create and save a PDF report that includes both the client's name,
service performed, and date of the service.

If you are using the FS Performance App, please create and send the CSV report to the client.  
 
Please email the file to peak@foresightsports.com

RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY:



THANK YOU

QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK 

We hope you have found today's course work to be both insightful and valuable to 

your personal golf program.  The PEAK™ Program team is dedicated to building a 

golf community that shares its knowledge and expertise to the benefit of instructors, 

fitters, and players alike.  We hope you will take the information discussed today and 

apply it in your everyday programs. 

A core part of making the PEAK™ Program a success is through your feedback. 

Should you have any questions, ideas, or suggestions for this or other PEAK™ semi-

nars, please contact us at peak@foresightsports.com. 

L A U N C H P A D  C O U R S E  C U R R I C U L U M

SUMMARY
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